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CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

Mucus, Phlegm, and Sputum in Cystic Fibrosis
by Bruce K Rubin—Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Airway-Clearance Therapy Guidelines and Implementation
by Mary K Lester and Patrick A Flume—Charleston, South Carolina

New Aerosol Delivery Devices for Cystic Fibrosis
by Kenneth C Kesser and David E Geller—Orlando, Florida

Respiratory Care of the Hospitalized Patient With Cystic Fibrosis
by Thomas J Newton—Long Beach, California

Lung Transplantation in Cystic Fibrosis
by Randall L Rosenblatt—Dallas, Texas

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation: Achieving the Mission
by Bruce C Marshall, Chris M Penland, Leslie Hazel, Melissa Ashlock, Diana Wetmore, Preston W Campbell and Robert J Beall—Bethesda, Maryland
Books, Software, & Other Media

Evidence-Based Emergency Care. Diagnostic Testing and Clinical Decision Rules (Pines JM and Everett WW)
reviewed by Lisa W Yang and Samuel D Luber—Dallas, Texas

Sleep Medicine: Essentials and Review (Lee-Chiong T Jr)
reviewed by Sina A Gharib—Seattle, Washington

Lung Cancer, 3rd edition (Roth JA, Cox JD, Hong WK)
reviewed by Peter W Bates—Portland, Maine

Coming in July

Editorials:
A Sigh of Relief for ARDS?
Infection Control in Mass Casualty Respiratory Care
Chronic Disease Management for Adults with Asthma

Original Research:
PEEP and Recruitment Maneuvers in ALI/ARDS
MDI with Spacer during the SARS Outbreak
Respiratory Therapist Evaluation of Non-ICU Surgical Patients
Needs Assessment for Preceptor Training

Review Article:
Disease Management for Adults with Asthma

Special Articles:
Egan Lecture: The Physiology of Dinosaurs
Kittredge Lecture: Legacy of the ARDS Network

Symposium: Current and Evolving Concepts in Critical Care
Evolution of Carbon Monoxide into Medicine
Innovations in Mechanical Ventilation
Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation
Postoperative Pulmonary Hypertension

Case Report
NIV in a Pregnant Patient

Teaching Case of the Month
Pulmonary Mass in an Immunocompromised Patient